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Roman Signer, Parapluies (umbrellas) , 2007, photographie couleur, 31 x 46 cm. Courtesy Art : Concept, Paris 
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GAKONA /

A few houses, a service station, a post office, a 
couple of diners... and a mysterious scientific 
research base. Gakona, a small village in the 
center of Alaska, is home to the American HAARP 
research program (High-frequency Active Auroral 
Research Program). Inspired by the works of the 
inventor Nikola Tesla, it is believed that researchers 
there are studying the transmission of electricity 
in the high strata of the atmosphere. But because 
of its military funding and the fears associated 
with electromagnetism, HAARP has also become 
an inexhaustible source of rumors. From climatic 
disruption to influence over human behavior, this 
forest of antennas has been credited with powers 
worthy of science fiction.

GAKONA, the first session of 2009, lies at the 
point where the paths of fact and rumor, reality 
and phantasm, science and imagination intersect. 
It consists of four solo exhibitions: Chizhevsky 
Lessons by Micol Assaël, a gigantic generator of 
static electricity, Haarp by Laurent Grasso (Marcel 
Duchamp Prize 2008), a sculpture inspired by the 
eponymous program, an exploration of negative 
space by Ceal Floyer and a set of accident-
sculptures by Roman Signer. All immaterial, 
impalpable, almost invisible works that derive their 
power from the viewer’s fears and projections. 

After 2008, a year characterized by the putting into 
perspective of the logic of the spectacle, in 2009 
the Palais de Tokyo plans to take the question of 
the exhibition beyond its visual impact. Pursuing 
its intention of showing works that evade any 
vague impulse at a fixed, theoretical or esthetic 
interpretation, it therefore continues to promote 
a dynamics of looking and thinking based on a 
permanent oscillation between opposite poles. 
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Views of HAARP, Alaska 
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Although always warned in advance of what awaits 
them, the public are gripped immediately they 
penetrate into Micol Assaël’s mysterious universe: 
welcomed by an extremely powerful electrostatic 
field, abandoned motors, a smell of gasoline, or 
magnetized ground… Visitors lose their bearings 
and have to become involved – both physically 
and psychologically –  while a power relationship 
is created with the exhibition space. Formally 
simple and elegant, Micol Assaël’s works divert the 
rules all the better to get past them. Playing with 
the architecture of the locations that receive her, 
altering or creating spaces, the artist imposes a 
meeting between her works and viewers that is both 
threatening and experimental.

In the course of a few years Micol Assaël, born 
in 1979 in Rome where she still lives today, has 
managed to carve out an original place for herself 
within the art world: presented at international 
exhibitions such as the Venice Biennale (2003 and 
2005), Manifesta (San Sebastian, Spain, 2004) or 
the Berlin biennale (2006), the works she offers, 
as radical as they are poetic, place viewers in a 
position of real or supposed danger. Her research, 
lying between physical sciences and mechanics, is 
focused on obsolete scientific theories and forgotten 
machines, in order to give them a new life in relation 
to the public. 

MICOL ASSAëL
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CHIZHEVSKY LESSONS

Alexander Chizhevsky, a Russian scientist who lived 
in the first half of the 20th century, is known for 
his research into the influence of the ionization of 
air on living creatures, and for his theory that there 
is a correlation between solar activity and human 
activity – in particular historical events such as wars 
or revolutions. 

With her installation Chizhevsky Lessons, Micol 
Assaël pays tribute to a scientist who was ahead 
of his time and spent many years in the Gulag. 
The whole installation, consisting of about twenty 
copper panels, a transformer, a generator and 
a cabling system, transforms air particles into 
anions, so creating a charge of static electricity in 
the space. Micol Assaël lifts viewers out of their 
passivity and confronts them with the immaterial. 
Here there is not contemplation but an exacerbation 
of our sensations, an intense experiencing of our 
own bodies, of their relationship to space and other 
people. 

Chizhevsky Lessons is a work that has the 
peculiarity of offering us nothing to see. When 
visitors arrive, they are first of all faced with a 
panel warning them of danger. Once they are in 
the exhibition space, they can feel or even hear 
the electric power of several tens of thousands 
of volts. The artist has carried out this project for 
five years before making it a reality with Russian 
engineers from the Moscow Power Institute, Faculty 
of Technics and Electrophysics of High Pressure, 
the only people to have agreed to develop it. After a 
first exhibition at the Kunsthalle Basel (Switzerland) 
and the actual presentation at Palais de Tokyo, 
Chizhevsky Lessons will have a new development 
in 2009 in the Kunsthalle Fridericianum (Kassel, 
Germany).
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Micol Assaël, Chizhevsky Lessons, 2007. Copper plates, steel wires, cascade generator, transformer, voltmeter. 22,347 x 11,355 x 5,20 m.
Installation at Basel Kunsthalle (Switzerland). Courtesy ZERO…, Milan. Photo: Serge Hasenböhler
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Visitors of an exhibition by Ceal Floyer may be struck 
by the minimalism of her works. Here it is less a 
question of referring to a 20th-century art movement 
than of noting the simplicity of the forms and media 
chosen by the artist. Everyday objects like a light 
bulb, a bucket or a drill are mixed with phenomena 
like shimmering water or an oscillating flame. 

The installation, drawing, video or sound device, like 
an index of forms, serve a purpose which reveals 
a double meaning beyond their outer appearance. 
Hence the work Autofocus (2002), presented at the 
Palais de Tokyo in 2006 in the course of the “Five 
Billion Years” exhibition, plays on the process of 
perfecting the image. A projector is adjusted and 
goes wrong in a random way, without providing any 
image but revealing subtle variations. 

Ceal Floyer appropriates the ordinary and leads 
visitors to divert their gaze, to take time to engage 
into a dialogue created by the objects or devices 
and their physical presence. The words that 
designate them, themselves confronted with the 
presence of the title of the work, form part of 
this misappropriation, very often humorously and 
ironically.

For her solo exhibition at the Palais de Tokyo, Ceal 
Floyer is presenting new installations and a selection 
of her recent pieces. From a romantic pop song 
where only the words “you“ and  “me“ are audible, 
to a dummy light switch and a sign “/ON AIR/” that 
indicates the outside, the artist subtly succeeds in 
highlighting the negative space of things. By playing 
with the experiences of inactivity and waiting, 
absence becomes palpable within the space, and as 
the artist states: “The context itself is a medium in 
its own right.”

Ceal Floyer was born in 1968, and studied at 
Goldsmiths College in London where she graduated 
in 1994. As the winner of the Philip Morris 
scholarship in 1997, she joined the residence 
program of the Künstlerhaus Bethanien in Berlin. 
She was awarded the prestigious Prize for Young Art 
of the Nationalgalerie, Berlin in 2007. She currently 
lives and works in Berlin.

CEAL FLOYER
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Ceal Floyer, Day For Night, 2001. Light sculpture/installation, desk lamps, standard bulb, daylight bulb (equal voltage). Photo : Carsten 
Eisfled, Berlin. Courtesy Esther Schipper (Berlin), Lisson Gallery (Londres / London), 303 Gallery (New York)
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LAuRENT GRASSO

Laurent Grasso’s work very often takes research 
into physical sciences as its starting point. His 
works extrapolate society’s paradoxical, irrational 
relationship with various technologies.

Having been interested in HAARP for several years, 
Laurent Grasso has explored the subject in a novel 
way, with an installation specially designed for the 
Palais de Tokyo premises. 

HAARP (High-frequency Active Auroral Research 
Program) is an Alaska-based scientific and military 
research program into the ionosphere, a high layer 
of the atmosphere that has the special feature 
of changing as the solar cycle develops and the 
capacity to absorb or reflect electromagnetic 
waves. This controversial American program with its 
opaque modus operandi can be interpreted in many 
ways, involving control of the climate and global 
telecommunications, influence over human behavior, 
or indeed other far from acceptable practices.

[1972] Lives and works in Paris. He received Marcel 
Duchamp Prize in 2008.
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Laurent Grasso, HAARP. Instalation project at Palais de Tokyo. 3D modeling by Pascal Grasso architect DPLG. Picture : Damien Descamps.© ADAGP 2009.
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Laurent Grasso, 1619, 2007. Animation. Courtesy Galerie Chez Valentin, Paris. © ADAGP 2009.
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ROMAN SIGNER

At the Palais de Tokyo, Roman Signer is exhibiting 
three installations, a set of works challenging 
established practices and logic:

Parapluies (umbrellas), 2009 
Table , 2009 
Chaises (chairs), 2007

Roman Signer’s works operate the other way 
round from a time bomb. Tension doesn’t precede 
detonation, it follows it. The smoke disperses, 
the show seems to be over... Then a doubt, an 
uncertainty creeps into the viewer’s mind. 

Behind the smoke, behind the image offered, 
unstable zones seem to take shape in which the 
notion of time extends ad infinitum, and reality is 
reduced to no more than possibilities. In concrete 
terms, there is nothing, absolutely nothing, behind 
the image. And it is in that nothing hat everything is 
played out, in this nothing that Roman Signer gives 
a glimpse of answers that are just at the tip of our 
tongues. 

Since 1973 Roman Signer has devised a body 
of work combining sculpture, performance, 
photography and filmic documentation. Ever since 
he has unremittingly revealed the forces of nature, 
quiet forces like gravitation, exploiting existing 
everyday objects. Using explosives, helicopters 
or threewheeled scooters, Signer explores time, 
the fourth dimension. Each work is a true “time 
sculpture”, an episode controlling and liberating 
energy.

[1938] Lives and works in St. Gallen (Switzerland).
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Table, 2008, installation. Courtesy of the artist.

Chaises, 2007, view of the installation at Hauser & Wirth London. Courtesy Hauser & Wirth Zurich/London.
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THuRSDAYS FROM GAKONA /

PEOPLE DOING STRANGE THINGS 
wITH ELECTRICITY /
CARTE BLANCHE à DORKBOT

LAURENT GRASSO 
Discussion and screening with the artist. 
Thursday, February �9th / 7:30pm

ÉCO-ÉNERGIE 
Reduce smartly (and by all means) your consumption and 
production of electricity. With : Benjamin Cadon et Ewen 
Chardronnet. 
Thursday, February 26th / 7:30pm

BRAINWAVES
About picking up, usage and application of brainwaves to electric 
devices, computers and video games. With : Gary McDarby (Dublin), 
Alexis Chazard (Paris). 
Thursday, March �th / 7:30pm

TESLAMANIACS
Nikola Tesla’s electric experiments for all: wireless electricity, 
Tesla coils, robots... With : Jean-Baptiste Labrune et Dana Gordon 
(Boston), Joëlle Bitton (Paris) et les autres membres de Dorkbot. 
Thursday, March �2th / 7:30pm

CEAL FLOYER
Discussion and screening with the artist. 
Thursday, March �9th / 7:30pm

GRASSROOTS DIY
Make, Upgrade, Dorkbot, Artbot… : a cartography of informal 
networks which gather artists, scientists and geeks all around the 
world. With : Douglas Repetto (USA, creator of Dorkbot et Artbot). 
Saturday, March 2�th / 4:00pm

MICOL ASSAëL
Discussion and screening with the artist.
Thursday, March 26th / 7:30pm

CIRCUIT BENDING
Open workshop. Creation of musical instruments with old 
electronic games, keayboards, drumboxes… Performances/
concerts in the evening. With: Gijs Gieskes (Hollande, musicien et 
créateur d’instruments). 
Saturday, April ��th / from 2:00pm to �0:00pm  

ROMAN SIGNER
Discussion and screening with the artist. 
Thursday, April �6th/ 7:30pm

SCRAPYARD CHALLENGE
Open workshop. Creation of electronic objects with scrap: old 
computers, furnitures, clothes, gadgets… 
With : Jonah Brucker-Cohen (New York, artist and professor at the 
Interactive Telecommunications Program) and Katherine Moriwaki 
(New York, artist et professor at Parsons). 
Thursday, April 23th / from 2:00pm to �0:00pm  

L’ÉLECTRIFICATION DU MONDE
Hommage to Aerne Naess and discussion around the ecological 
consequences of the electrification of the world, on the occasion of 
the publication in French of Ecology, Community and Lifestyle. 
With: Patrick J. Degeorges, Jean-Baptiste Fressoz, Thomas Parke 
Hughes (sous réserve).
Thursday, April 30th/ 7:30pm
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MAGAZINE
PALAIS /
Issue 8 
Out on february 12th

New issue around GAKONA: a Nikola Tesla short 
story by Cory Doctorow, an interview of Laurent 
Grasso by Marc-Olivier Wahler, two portfolios (Ceal 
Floyer, Roman Signer), archive documents about 
Alexander Chizhevsky (selected by Micol Assaël), 
unexpected experiments with high-voltage current, 
and also a guide section.

Bilingual magazine (French & English) / 96 pages in 
colour / 28 x 21 cm/ ISSN 1951-672X / ISBN 9782-
84711-032-6.

5 euros (France)/ 7 euros (Germany), 6 euros 
(Belgium), 6 euros (Spain), 6 euros (Italy), 7 
euros (The Netherlands), 4.50 GBP (UK), 14 CHF 
(Switzerland). 
FREE WITH FULL-PRICE ENTRY TICKET.

More information: www.palaismagazine.com

MAGAZINE
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MODuLES /

MODuLES /

Every month the “modules” present new projects , 
put forward mainly by artists living in France. 
Opening every first Thursday of the month. 
In partenership with Le Journal des Arts.

0� FÉV – 0� MARS 09
DOMINIqUE BLAIS
ETIENNE CHAMBAUD 
Communiqués de presse disponibles

 
 
0� MARS – 29 MARS 09
MATHILDE DU SORDET 
FLORIAN PUGNAIRE ET DAVID RAFFINI 

02 AVR – 03 MAI 09
BETTINA SAMSON 
CLÉMENT RODZIELSKI 

DOMINIqUE BLAIS: Untitled (The strings), 2008,neon light, electric 
cables, transformer, variable size. Courtesy Dominique Blais & 
Galerie Xippas, Paris, Athènes. Photographie : Dominique Blais.

ETIENNE CHAMBAUD. Les Coloristes Coloriées, tirage pigmentaire et acrylique sur toile, 150 x 110 cm, 2008. Courtesy Galerie Lucile 
Corty, Paris
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PALAIS DE TOKYO /

The Palais de Tokyo is an art center which since 
it first opened has been dedicated to bringing the 
public close to the best French and international 
contemporary creative work. Open from noon to 
midnight, employing a team of mediators, housing 
a restaurant, a shop and a bookshop, the Palais de 
Tokyo is a truly vibrant place that unhesitatingly 
mixes conceptual art and chainsaw sculpture 
contests, minimalism and zombies, readymades 
and mutants, to let people see contemporary art in 
an up-to-the-minute, complex-free way, as often 
as possible from the point of view of the artists 
themselves.

It welcomes young artists in residence (Le Pavillon), 
sometimes offering them their first solo show 
(Les Modules), or entrusts the curating of someof 
its exhibitions to artists (Ugo Rondinone in 2007, 
Jeremy Deller in 2008). The Palais de Tokyo also 
stages exhibitions abroad (Les Chalets).

Former director of the Swiss Institute - 
Contemporary Art in New York from 2000 to 2006, 
co-founder and artistic director of CAN (Neuchâtel 
Art center) from 1994 to 2000, Marc-Olivier Wahler 
has been the current director of the Palais de Tokyo 
since February 2006. The auctioneer Pierre Cornette 
de Saint Cyr is the president of the Association du 
Palais de Tokyo.

�9
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PRESS
Dolorès Gonzalez
E-mail : dolores@palaisdetokyo.com
Tel : +33 (0)1 47 23 52 00
Mob : +33 (0)6 12 45 93 04

PALAIS DE TOKYO /
13, avenue du Président Wilson
F - 75116 Paris
Tel : +33 (0)1 4723 5401 & +33 (0)1 4723 3886
Fax: + 33 (0)1 4720 1531
www.palaisdetokyo.com

Open everyday from noon to 
midnight except on Mondays.

INFOS

Press opening, thursday 12th at 5pm

Curator:  
Marc-Olivier Wahler / director of the Palais de Tokyo 
In collaboration with Daria de Beauvais, Julien 
Fronsacq, Katell Jaffrès, Akiko Miki 
and the whole staff of the Palais de Tokyo.

LE PALAIS DE TOKYO BÉNÉFICIE DU SOUTIEN DE PARTENAIRES MÉDIA & EXPOSITION
LE PALAIS DE TOKYO IS SUPPORTED BY MASS MEDIA AND EXHIBITION PARTNERS


